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Input List
Instrument

Ch N°

mic/DI

1

Kick In

mic needed

2

Kick Out

mic needed

3

Snare

Top

mic needed

4

Snare

Bottom

mic needed

5

Hi-Hat

mic needed

6

Rack Tom

mic needed

7

Floor Tom

mic needed

8

OH SR

mic needed

9

OH SL

mic needed

10

Drumpad L

DI needed

11

Drumpad R

DI needed

12

Main Vocals L

own mic / XLR

13

Main Vocals R

own mic / XLR

14

Spare Vocals

mic needed

Also see the stage-plan on the last page of this document!
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Kaltenkirchens System and Performance Requirements
Please pay close attention to this rider, as it is part of contract. It contains description of certain
equipment requirements, audio requirements and working conditions, which are essential in order
to assure a high quality of performance. If there are any terms or conditions in which you
anticipate having trouble arranging please CONTACT the representative immediately.

We need:

A mixing console as well as a sober and friendly sound engineer,
all required and suitable microphones, XLR cables and DI Boxes,
power cables, 2 tall Microphone Stands

Mixing Console
We need a professional digital mixing console with at least 16 channels, such as Digico SD9, Midas
Pro, Allen & Heath GLD, dLive SQ, new Yamaha Consoles.
Please NO LS9, M7, Presonus, Mackie or any iPad-mixers.
If an analog mixing desk is provided, a siderack consisting of the following outboard-processing
should be available:
6 Compressor/ Limiter(BSS DPR-404 / DBX 160x/a)
2 FX Engines -Lexicon, TC, Yamaha, D2 (Gated Rev,Plate, Hall, Tap Delay)
2 1/3 - octavegraphicEQ for the house system another two for monitors.
Mixing console should have at least 16 Inputs, 48V Phantom, insert, tunable locut, EQwith double
parametric midsand parametric lo/hi shelf, 8 aux sends (4pre/4post). Again please no Presonus,
Behringer, no-name products.

Monitoring
Our drummer brings his own In-Ear system.
The singer needs two full range stage wedges providing a rich sound for his monitoring.

House PA System
The system should be capable of producing a full and even sound coverage of the complete
audience with a lot of low-end. Only professional industry-standard PA-Systems please.

Stage Power
On stage we need two 230V/6A A/C outlets with clean ground in order to power the backline.

Lights
Please provide a great and modern looking light system as well as an sober and friendly operator.
We do like moving heads, strobes, fog.
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Technical contact:
Niklas Pichler
pichler.niklas@yahoo.de
+ 43 660 / 56 46 803

Band contact:
Philip Stoeckenius
philip@diequereins.de
+ 43 678 12 414 47

Booking contact:
Marie Scheffold
marie@selectiveartists.com
+ 49 (0) 170 73 81 529

Management contact:
Steffen Geldner
steffen.geldner@hotmail.de
+ 49 (0) 160 92 11 510
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Travelparty

Hospitality Rider

2 Persons (2x Band)
The organiser will be informed when the travelparty is larger or smaller!

Parking
The band needs a sufficiently large parking space for a car directly at the venue, free of charge and
available from Get-In until Hotel Check-Out the next day.

Backstage
A dedicated, lockable and smoke-free room including sufficient and comfortable seating
accommodations and a mirror has to be provided. Additionally, dedicated bathrooms and (if
available) showers should be accessible in the backstage area. If the room is shared with other
bands it has to be ensured that only authorised and accredited persons have access and that the
room is kept smoke-free.
Please provide:
- 2 small stage towels
- an adequate amount of bottled still water (0,2 or 0,5l)

Accomodation
2 single rooms or 1 double rooms including breakfast and late-check-out.
The hotel has to be provided by the organiser and should be in walking distance (max. 10 minutes)
to the venue. If the hotel is not in walking distance a shuttle service has to be provided from the
venue to the hotel on show day and from the hotel to the venue after checkout. Provided that the
hotel doesn’t offer 24h-reception, the keys to the rooms have to be collected and handed over to
the band at the venue.

Merchandising
Please provide a well-positioned and well-lit table with power connection. The sale of the band
merchandise will be organised by the band themselves. Possible commissions to the organiser have
to be discussed and agreed on in advance.
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Catering Rider
Snacks
Snacks should be available from arrival of the band (= agreed time of Get-In) until departure:
-

coffee
various spreads (Hummus, etc.)
platter of cold cuts and various cheeses
fresh fruits and vegetables
optional requests:
- vanilla yoghurt
- sweets

Dinner
4x warm, fresh, wholesome and regional meals in total, THEREOF 1x VEGETARIAN!
If dinner isn’t planned or shouldn’t be possible on site the organiser will provide a buy-out of 15€
(or same amount in domestic currency) per person. Recommendations for restaurants in the
vicinity of the venue and vegetarian options are welcome!

Drinks
Please provide from arrival of the band (= agreed time of Get-In) until departure:
- enough juices and sparkling mineral water
- 1 bottles of Coca Cola
- 2 crates of local beer

Thank you very much in advance!
If you see any trouble please do not hesitate to contact us!
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